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ABSTRACT

Background: Substance based Image Classification (SIC) using a wavelet neural network can use for efficient recognition. The foremost task of SIC is to remove the surrounding regions from an image to reduce the misclassified portion and to effectively reflect a shape of an object. At first, the image to be extracted is performed with SIC system through the segmentation of the image. Next, in order to attain more accurate information, with the extracted set of regions the wavelet transform is applied for extracting the configured set of features. Finally, using the neural network classifier model, misclassification over the given natural images and further background images are removed from the given natural image using the LSEG segmentation. Moreover, to increase the accuracy of object classification, SIC system involves the removal of the regions in the surrounding image. Objective: The main objective is to provide better object recognition system for object classification with more accuracy with less error rate using substance based image classification. Results: Experimental results with natural image dataset substance based image classification are complementary to existing region boundary representation model. Performance evaluation reveals that the proposed SIC system reduces the occurrence of misclassification and reflects the exact shape of an object to approximately 10-15%. Conclusion: To reduce the misclassification over the given image data, the background regions are removed from the given image data based by adapting the LSEG segmentation. To obtain the more accurate information from the image object data, the wavelet transform is applied to obtain the configured quality features. Based on the feature set, the information about the image objects data from the region boundary images are obtained. Besides, the object classifier is implemented for classification of image to obtain the exact shape of the object. Experimental evaluation is conducted with the natural image dataset to check the performance of the proposed SIC system. Evaluation results revealed that the proposed SIC system achieved a higher classification rate by removing the surrounding regions of the image. Moreover, the feature extraction process provides the highest classification rate which enhances the performance of substance based image classification system. At the same time, the proposed SIC system revealed that the occurrence of misclassification of image data is less and the acquiring the image object data in the rate of 13% compared to the existing work.

INTRODUCTION

The recognition of object in real-world applications needs the set of image features that are not processed using the nearby clutter or partial occlusion. The set of features must be performed at least voluntarily invariant to illumination, 3D projective transforms, and general object variations. Alternatively, the features must also be adequately processed in order to recognize accurate objects amongst numerous alternatives. The complexity of the object recognition crisis is owing to the lack in selecting the image features. Nevertheless, current research on the utilization of dense restricted set of features has revealed that effective object recognition can frequently be attained by utilizing local image descriptors processed using a huge number of processable positions.

The difficulty in object recognition is defined as a labeling crisis supported with the representations of specified objects. Usually, for a given image, the interested objects with their background information are processed over the system by assigning the exact labels or regions across the boundary in the specified image objects. The complexity in recognition of natural image problem is relatively processed using segmentation. With the devoid of at least a changeable recognition of objects, classification cannot be accomplished and without proper segmentation being performed the object recognition is not possible. The revival of wavelet
neural networks obtained an extensive use in digital image processing. Initially, object recognition problems were often solved by linear and quadratic discriminates. Object recognition is the study of how technology observes the surroundings, learn to differentiate objects of interest from their background and make sound and reasonable decisions about the categories of the objects. The best object recognizers in most instances are humans; yet do not understand how humans recognize the objects.

Wavelet neural networks (Yuhua Zheng, Yan Meng and Yaochu Jin., 2011) merge the time–frequency localization process and self-studying, which build them mainly appropriate for the categorization of compound patterns. An efficient object recognition technique utilizing boundary demonstration employs a wavelet neural network (Tajik, J and S. Nazifi, 2011) (WNN) to distinguish the singularities of the object bend illustration and to achieve the object categorization at the equivalent time in an automatic way. Studies of developmental shortfall in object detection have revealed that individuals who do not know about the shape of the object can demonstrate the identification impairments attached with standard object recognition. On the other hand, no developmental belongings with the conflicting object recognition with damaged portions have been accounted. The subsistence of non-object visual diagnosis would point out that the improvement of standard recognition mechanisms does not processes on the expansion of customary object detection methods (Hualiang Zhuang, et al., 2012).

To enhance the process of object recognition in given image data, this paper explores the above mentioned techniques to prove a object classifier integrated with the substance based image classification using natural image. At first, LSEG segmentation is performed to remove the surrounding regions of the image then the wavelet transform is utilized to extract the set of features from the segmented region image. Finally, an object classifier is integrated with SIC system to obtain the exact shape of an object.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 first give a brief account of related works. Section 3 elaborated and the entire process of SIC system and examined the corresponding assumptions we have made. Section 4 describes the experimental evaluation and section 5 describes the results obtained and comparison discussion with the existing work. Finally section 6 ends with conclusion.

Literature Review:

In artificial system, Object detection (Laura Germine, 2010) and recognition (Nikola Kasabova, et al., 2013) are challenges for the image analysis research. The associated set of topics has attained more attention for many decades. Object detection is actually the process related with the object recognition scheme. When an image is processed, objects are to be recognized prior to further recognition scheme. To identify the possible objects of interest in the image, image segmentation is conducted within it. The paper (Alexander Goltsev., Vladimir Gritsenko., 2012) introduced a common active-learning structure for object recognition scheme. This structure provides a novel active-learning technique to construct the effective recognition systems.

In (Sayan Sivaraman and Mohan Manubhai Trivedi, 2010.), the author designed a relationship between image segmentation and object recognition in the structure of the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm. The author performed the segmentation as the mission of image explanation to object suggestions and express it as the E-step, whilst the M-step amounts to the object representations to the observations. These two mechanisms are achieved iteratively, thus concurrently segmenting an image and rebuilding it in terms of objects.

Consequently, object recognition is achieved exclusively on the manifestation of the object. But, appropriate information also subsists in the region neighboring the object. In [9], the author discovered the positions that manifestation and background information participate in object recognition. The paper (Hong Pan., and Liang-Zheng Xia, 2008) proposed a pulse-coupled neural network (PCNN) with multi-channel (MPCNN) connecting and extensive fields for color image segmentation. Unlike conventional PCNN, pulse-based radial basis function units were established into the neurons of PCNN to decide the rapid links amongst neurons relating to their ethereal feature vectors and spatial closeness.

The paper (Parikh, Devi, et al., 2012) presented new homotopic image pseudo-invariants based on pixel wise analysis for face recognition. The homotopic image pseudo-invariants are designed beside with the most analogous image as the pattern. The proposed way can be processed to unlock set recognition. In (Shinagawa, Y., 2008), effective and easy skin tones for image recognition (named LiRA-features) are examined in the job of handwritten digit recognition. Two neural network classifiers are measured—a customized LiRA and a modular assemblage neural network. A technique of feature selection is planned in the beginning learning procedure of a neural network classifier.

Even though linear illustrations are normally utilized in image analysis, their presentations are hardly ever finest in precise applications. The paper (Xiuwen Liu, 2004) proposed a stochastic ascent algorithm for identifying the best representations of images in object recognition. Using the NN classifier, a linear representation exploit the presentation are required. Some of the existing work in object recognition has been on distinguishing disparate objects of a database. For fast recognition of objects from the image, the paper (Hui
Chen, 2009) proposed a novel technique which unites the feature implanting for the rapid reclamati on of a support vector machine (SVM).

It is of huge significance to examine the domain alteration setback of image object recognition, since image data is accessible from a diversity of domains. To deal with the feature allocation change concern in the region boundary segmented image, domain adaptive input-output kernel learning (DA-IOKL) algorithm was presented in (Zhenyu Guo, Wang, Z.J., 2013), which concurrently studies both the input and output kernels with a discriminative vector-valued function by minimizing the structural error. A new learning-based model (Wenjing, Li, 2008) for the purpose of super-resolving an image obtained using low spatial resolution was discussed. A set of super-resolution for the test image was obtained using the low spatial resolution test image and a database comprising of both low and high spatial resolution images.

The capability of object recognition systems is to make out a huge number of objects controlled by a quality of images, feature extraction technique, variability and complexity of fundamental objects and of collected data. To symbolize the efficient proposition during recognition, indexing with learning is combined and presented in two stages. In the first stage, the representation of object is done at the indexing technique and the in the second stage, probabilistic models are used for the object recognition of the image (Xiaohan Chen, Schmid, 2009). But the dense set of objects is difficult to retrieve from the classified image. To overcome the issues discussed in the existing works, in this work, SIC system is used with wavelet transform to enhance the process of object recognition. In summary our contributions are:

(i) To propose a novel SIC system for natural image classification and for an effective object recognition

(ii) To pre-process the input natural images using spatial smoothing to obtain the clear image with no noise and clutters

(iii) To removing the regions present in the surroundings of natural image using spatial smoothing to increase the sensitivity.

(iv) To quantize the numerous regions in the color quantization stage to separate the set of surrounding regions in the image.

(v) To extract the configured set of features from the image using wavelet transform that categorizes the image data into the sub-bands, low and high frequency.

(vi) Finally to classify the natural images in an efficient manner using Neural Network Classifier

**Proposed Substance Based Image Classification System:**

Here, we introduce a new SIC system that exploits the classification correlations. Our presentation of the substance based image classification system is divided into three phases. First, the process of object region extraction through the segmentation of image is performed. Second, quality feature extraction using wavelet transform model is applied to the region being extracted to obtain the quality features. Finally, Neural network transform is applied to the extracted portion of natural images based on the configured quality features of the system. The architecture diagram of the proposed SIC system is defined in fig 1.
From fig 1, it is being observed that the proposed SIC system can be used to classify object natural images for object recognition. During the initial stage, the object region extraction is performed using the segmentation with the help of natural image. Then, wavelet transform based structural configured set of features are presented from the extracted object region. With this, an object classifier is constructed by a neural network using the set of feature quality. SIC system involves the surrounding regions removal to develop the accuracy of object classification.

Usually, the conventional low-level features of images, extracted using wavelet transformation, are used to differentiate the image from the extracted set of outside images. For the obtained natural image object, the feature vectors are hauled out using a sliding window, as the local means offer more significant information. Besides this, a training procedure for feature vectors as input values is utilized to build a classifier of the image object unit. A neural network method is used to categorize a variety of object images and achieve accurate object image classification and is suitable for real application. The main processes involved in the SIC system are, Object region extraction and wavelet neural network transform. The brief description about object region extraction in building SIC system is discussed in the forthcoming section followed by wavelet neural network transform.

Object Region Extraction:

The object region extraction in building the SIC system is divided into two parts, namely image pre-processing using spatial smoothing and image segmentation using LSEG. The part involved in object region extraction is image pre-processing. The natural image given as input is pre-processed using spatial smoothing to obtain the clear image with no noise and clutters. Here, the preprocessing of image also includes the processes of removing the regions present in the surroundings of natural image as illustrated in fig 2 (a) and (b) respectively.

![Fig. 2: (a) Input image (b) Preprocessed image using spatial smoothing](image-url)

Spatial smoothing minimizes the effect of huge variation in frequency present in natural images and at the same time increases the sensitivity. With the help of Gaussian kernel, the shape of the function that has to be used for natural images is calculated in an iterative manner using the summative average value of each pixel with respect to its neighbouring pixel values as given below.

\[
P_i = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{j=1}^{M} P_j
\]

Where M denotes the number of neighboring pixels in the natural images \(P_i\) represents the new pixel value and \(P_j\) represents the old pixel value to be considered. The second part involved in object region extraction is the action of image segmentation to be performed. The segmentation of image is performed to identify the region boundary of the given image. Once the segmentation process gets completed, the regions present outside the image are identified and extracted. For a given natural image, segmentation, JSEG method is implemented in this work. The surroundings regions of the given image are removed based on the image segmentation process and performed through the extraction of region boundary per pixel. The LSEG image segmentation is carried out using two steps namely, Color Quantization and Spatial segmentation as shown in fig 3 (a), (b) and (c) respectively.
In the color quantization stage, colors in the image are quantized to numerous regions that are further utilized to separate the set of surrounding regions in the image. This quantization is performed in the color space exclusive of presenting the spatial distributions. Then the given image pixel colors are reinstated by their matching color regions, and formed a region-map of the image. After color quantization, a label is specified to every group for obtained pixels which are processed to the similar color. The image pixel colors are restored by their resultant color region labels, creating a region-map. The representation of region map is specified as,

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Fig. 4: Representation of region-map} \\
\text{The symbols (+, -, $) denotes the L-value for three the specified data points of the image. In order to determine the L-value, } P \text{ is denoted as the point quantized image and } P = (a, b) \text{ with } p \in P \text{ and } n \text{ represents the summation and average of all } P \text{ elements.}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
n &= \frac{1}{N} \sum_{p \in P} P \\
n_t &= \frac{1}{N_t} \sum_{p \in P} P
\end{align*}
\]

The L-values are as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
L &= \frac{S_t}{S_j} = \frac{(S_n - S_{j,2})}{S_{j,2}} \\
S_t &= |(n - P)^2| \\
S_j &= |(n_t - P)^2|
\end{align*}
\]

Where \(S_n\) represents the total number of quantized regions present in all \(P\) elements in natural image. \(S_t\) and \(S_j\) denotes the radius of the region. Once the segmentation using LSEG is completed, the object and background images are classified.
With the obtained segmented image, the process of extracting the object region and the surroundings are processed for further evaluation of extraction of features. To determine the similarity, the configured feature values of the object are compared with the values of other regions hauled out. The similarity between the regions is identified using Euclidean distance as shown below.

$$D(P, Q) = \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (Q_i - P_i)^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

Where $P$ denotes the feature vector of object region and $Q$ denotes the feature vector of other regions present in natural images. With the obtained Euclidean distance value, the surrounding regions of the object are predicted.

**Quality Feature Extraction using Wavelet Transform:**

The second phase involved SIC system is to extract the configured set of features from the image, the wavelet transform is that categorizes the data into the sub-bands, low and high frequency. The wavelet transform method alters the obtained image data to the frequency domain by the transformation of the color space values, called a wavelet. Before processing with the feature extraction procedure, it is necessary to change the color model representation of the segmented image for ease of access.

Usually, the color space of the given image is processed in RGB format. Due to the complexity involved in the RGB color image processing, here, plan to use the hue, saturation and intensity (HSI) color model. The process of converting the RGB color space to HSI is shown below. As the value of hue changes, the corresponding colors also changes from red, through yellow, green and finally back to red. Once the value of saturation changes, the corresponding colors changes unsaturated to completely saturated form. Finally, the variation in the intensity level causes the corresponding changes in magnitude from again unsaturated to fully saturated.

Once the images are converted into the HSI color space model, the configured set of features is extracted from the segmented image. Among the set of quality features, focus is made on the texture values. The texture feature of the given segmented image is expressed based on the statistical features that measures the degree of roughness on image to structural feature that expresses the regularity on the image and finally towards the spectrum feature that is purely based on the periodicity of the image texture value. From the extracted object region of the image, the configured quality features are extracted as illustrated in fig 5 (a) and fig 5 (b) respectively.

![Fig. 5: (a) Segmented image (b) Extracted image](image)

For a given region boundary image, consider $P(i, j)$ as a pixel value, then the configured quality features are, contrast that refers to the division of brightness of image that is given below

$$\sum_{i=0}^{M-1} \sum_{j=1}^{M-1} (i - j)^2 P(i, j)$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

The directionality refers to the concise texture value of the region present in natural images.

$$\sum_{i=0}^{M-1} \sum_{j=1}^{M-1} (i - j) P(i, j)/2$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)
Entropy measures the randomness in the region boundary image i.e., uncertainty value.

\[
\sum_{i=0}^{M-1} \sum_{j=1}^{M-1} P(i-j) \log(P(i,j))
\]

Finally, Uniformity measures the state of obtaining the same form of region boundary limit.

\[
\sum_{i=0}^{M-1} \sum_{j=1}^{M-1} \frac{P(i,j)}{1 + |i-j|}
\]

By obtaining these set of configured quality features, the SIC system achieves the more accurate information about the object in the image data.

**Image object classification using Neural Network Classifier:**

Finally, the third phase involved in the SIC system is the neural network object classifier to classify the natural images in an efficient manner. The neural network classifier for SIC system consists of three layers namely, an input layer, a hidden layer, and an output layer.

Neural networks are moderately basic networks of "neurons" supported with the neural construction of the brain. The neural network classifier organize the set of records one at a time, and "discover" by contrasting their categorization of the object (which, at the outset, is mainly random) with the recognized classification of the image object as illustrated in fig 1. The errors from the primary classification is fed back into the process again, and applied for the second iteration with the process continued for a repeated number of time i.e., for numerous iterations. A neuron in an artificial neural network is defined as,

1. A set of input values \((x_i)\) and associated weights \((w_i)\)
2. A function \((g)\) that adds the weights and maps to an output \((y)\).

Neurons are organized as layers and it is represented in fig.

The input layer is collected with the set of featured values in a region segmented image that comprises inputs to the subsequent layer object classifier. The output layer consists of set of segmented image with the appropriate feature values i.e., one feature value for each region. Finally, with the classified parts of region segmented image, the specified object is retrieved. The pseudo code below describes the entire process of SIC system.

```
// Pseudocode
Input: Natural image, P(i,j)
Begin
Pre-processing the image
Identify the surrounding regions of the image
Segment the image using LSEG
Quantize the color of the given image
```
Determine the pixel color of each quantized image
Form a region-map C
Based on C,
• Identify the L-value using eqn 4
• Compute the Euclidean distance using eqn 7
• Based on the value of feature vector, remove the surrounding regions
• Categorize the image data into the specified frequency domain using wavelet
• Change the representation of color model
• Change RGB color space to HSI using eqn 8
• Identify the configured quality features (contrast, directionality, energy, entropy, uniformity) based on P (i, j)
  • Classify the image object region using object classifier by extracting the input feature values
  • Identify the associated feature weights
  • Evaluate the function g
  • Map to an output y
End

By following the above steps, the specified object recognition is performed for the given set of input image. The performance of the proposed SIC system is evaluated in terms of segmentation accuracy, execution time and classification accuracy. The process of removing the surrounding regions present in the images is defined in terms of segmentation accuracy that is measured in terms of percentage. The time taken to perform the process of object recognition based on the extracted features is referred to as the execution time that is measured in terms of seconds. Finally, classification accuracy defines the accuracy over recognizing the required shape of the object from the region boundary image that is measured in terms of percentage.

Experimental Evaluation:
An experimental evaluation is conducted to estimate the performance of the proposed SIC system by extracting the coral image features dataset from UCI repository. The coral image features dataset contains image features extracted from a Corel image collection. Four sets of features are offered based on the color histogram, color moments, color histogram layout, and co-occurrence. There are 68,040 photo images from diverse categories. From those set of image, only the natural images are extracted for experimental evaluation and tested with the experiments. The description of dataset is defined in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset Characteristics</th>
<th>Multivariate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attribute characteristics</td>
<td>Real</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of instances</td>
<td>68040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of attributes</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of web hits</td>
<td>27032</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The attribute information is discussed below with the four set of features. From each image, four sets of features were extracted namely, color histogram, color histogram layout, color moments and co-occurrence texture. The HSV color space is divided into 32 subspaces each with 32 dimensions, specifying 8 ranges of H and 4 ranges of S. The value in every aspect in a color histogram of an image is the thickness of each color in the image.

Histogram intersection can be utilized to determine the similarity among two images. Each image is divided into 4 sub-images (one horizontal split and one vertical split). 4x2 Color Histogram for every sub-image is calculated. Histogram Intersection is utilized to determine the similarity among two images. The color moments consists of 9 dimensions (3 * 3), one for each of H, S, and V in HSV color space mean, standard deviation and skewness. The euclidean distance among color moments of two images are utilized to signify the dissimilarity between two images. Images are changed to 16 gray-scale images. Co-occurrence in 4 directions is calculated with one horizontal, one vertical and two diagonal directions.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section represents the comparison evaluation results of both the proposed SIC system and the existing Boundary Representation and Wavelet Neural Network. The table given below and the graph describes the performance of the proposed SIC system with various parametric values.
Table 2: Tabulation for Segmentation accuracy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pixels in size</th>
<th>Segmentation accuracy (%)</th>
<th>Proposed SIC</th>
<th>Existing boundary representation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The segmentation accuracy is determined based on the number of pixels present in the given input image. The value of the proposed SIC system is compared with the existing object recognition using boundary representation.

![Fig. 6: Measure of Segmentation accuracy](image)

Fig 6 describes the segmentation accuracy determined based on the number of pixels present in the given input image. Compared to the existing boundary representation scheme, the proposed SIC system provides higher rate of segmentation accuracy. This is because, the proposed SIC system perform the LSEG segmentation approach which performs the segmentation through color quantization in addition to the region map representation processes. So, the accuracy over the segmentation increases. When the segmentation performance level increases, the surrounding regions over the image are removed consistently. But in the existing approach, CWT curvature representation is implemented to identify the boundary of the object first and then the recognition takes place. The variance in segmentation is 10-11% high in the proposed SIC system.

Table 3: Measure of Execution time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pixels in size</th>
<th>Execution time (sec)</th>
<th>Proposed SIC</th>
<th>Existing boundary representation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The execution time is measured based on the number of pixels present in the given input image. The value of the proposed SIC system is compared with the existing object recognition using boundary representation.

Table 4: Tabulation for Classification accuracy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of features</th>
<th>Classification accuracy (%)</th>
<th>Proposed SIC</th>
<th>Existing boundary representation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The classification accuracy is determined based on the number of features extracted from the given input image. The value of the proposed SIC system is compared with the existing object recognition using boundary representation.

![Fig. 7: Measure of Classification accuracy](image)

**Fig. 7**: Measure of Classification accuracy

Fig 7 describes the classification accuracy determined based on the number of features extracted from the given input image. Compared to the existing boundary representation scheme, the proposed SIC system provides higher rate of classification accuracy. Since the proposed SIC system used LSEG segmentation and wavelet transform for region boundary segmentation image outcome, the classification is performed in an easy manner using object classifier. Higher the classification accuracy, more accurate the shape of the object recognition would be. The variance is 10-11% high in the proposed SIC system.

Finally, it is being observed that the proposed SIC system recognizes the shape of the object in the image more appropriately through SIC system and provides the accurate information about the object.

**Conclusion:**

In this work, a substance based image classification is presented for image object recognition. To reduce the misclassification over the given image data, the background regions are removed from the given image data based by adapting the LSEG segmentation. To obtain the more accurate information from the image object data, the wavelet transform is applied to obtain the configured quality features. Based on the feature set, the information about the image objects data from the region boundary images are obtained. Besides, the object classifier is implemented for classification of image to obtain the exact shape of the object. Experimental evaluation is conducted with the natural image dataset to check the performance of the proposed SIC system. Evaluation results revealed that the proposed SIC system achieved a higher classification rate by removing the surrounding regions of the image. Moreover, the feature extraction process provides the highest classification rate which enhances the performance of substance based image classification system. At the same time, the proposed SIC system revealed that the occurrence of misclassification of image data is less and the acquiring the image object data in the rate of 13% compared to the existing work.
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